Abstract. In early 2006, the Cluster spacecraft crossed the dayside magnetopause twice each orbit with the spacecraft at their largest separation of the entire mission (∼10 000 km). In this paper, we present in situ observations at this separation size of flux transfer events (FTEs), which are a signature of transient or time-varying magnetopause reconnection. We study a magnetopause crossing on 27 January 2006; for half an hour, the tetrahedron of Cluster spacecraft straddled the magnetopause and during this time a large number of flux transfer events were observed. Three particular FTEs were observed by all four spacecraft, enabling it to be shown that individual FTEs at the magnetopause can extend azimuthally for at least 10 000 km. By combining the Cluster tetrahedron geometry with the observed velocity of the FTEs, it can be shown that the poleward extent of one FTE is significantly smaller than its azimuthal extent. The location of the Cluster spacecraft when they observed this FTE suggests that it is inconsistent with the simple interpretation of an "elbowshaped" flux tube. The FTE's azimuthal extent suggests that it was more likely generated at a comparatively long reconnection line or lines, although the magnetic shear across the magnetopause is not high enough to exclude the "elbowshaped" model entirely.
Introduction
Flux transfer events (FTEs) are the in situ manifestation of time-varying reconnection at the terrestrial magnetopause. Originally observed by Haerendel et al. (1978) and Elphic (1978, 1979) , FTEs can be identified by a characCorrespondence to: R. C. Fear (r.fear@ion.le.ac.uk) teristic bipolar signature in the component of the magnetic field normal to the local magnetopause, B N (Russell and Elphic, 1978; Rijnbeek et al., 1982; . Furthermore, the following features may also be observed (Paschmann et al., 1982) :
-deflections in the magnetic field components tangential to the magnetopause;
-plasma signatures of reconnection (acceleration of the local electron and ion population, and field-aligned plasma populations typical of the opposite side of the magnetopause);
-either an enhancement or decrease in the magnetic field strength (an enhancement due to the internal structure of the FTE and the compression of draped magnetic field lines around the FTE core, or a decrease due to the diamagnetic effect as the magnetic pressure drops to compensate for increased thermal pressure within the FTE).
The initial model of FTE structure at the magnetopause, proposed by Russell and Elphic (1978) , was of a flux rope of open magnetic flux with an approximately circular crosssection, which crossed through an approximately circular "hole" in the magnetopause. Such a flux tube can only exist on a small region of the magnetopause, but subsequently other models have been proposed which can extend across considerable longitudinal distances such as flux ropes formed by multiple X-line reconnection (Lee and Fu, 1985) , or thickening of the magnetopause along a long, single reconnection line Scholer, 1988a) . The scale size of an FTE in its direction of motion along the magnetopause (D V ) can be determined from a single-spacecraft observation by multiplying the duration of the signature with an assumed or measured FTE propagation speed. Early measurements estimated D V to be of order 2-4 R E (Russell and Elphic, 1978; . More recently, multi-spacecraft techniques (Russell et al., 1983; Harvey, 1998) 
have been
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2354 R. C. Fear et al.: Azimuthal extent of FTEs used to determine FTE velocity more accurately (e.g. Owen et al., 2001 , who in a case study estimated D V to be of order 0.8 R E ). Fear et al. (2007) calculated the scale size between the positive and negative peaks of the bipolar signature of 142 FTEs which were observed by all four Cluster spacecraft (a similar, but not identical measure to D V ), and found that most FTEs were between 0.6 and 2.2 R E , although smaller events were under-represented as a consequence of the requirement of the FTE to be observed by all four Cluster spacecraft. An FTE's scale size normal to the magnetopause (D N ) can be estimated either by a suitable conjunction of different spacecraft (e.g. Saunders et al., 1984) , or statistically based on the number of FTEs observed per magnetopause crossing . These two papers both estimated D N to be the order of 1 R E . One key difference between the Russell and Elphic (1978) FTE model and most others is the FTE scale size in the plane of the magnetopause, perpendicular to the direction of motion of the FTE. This azimuthal extent would typically be larger in the models proposed by Lee and Fu (1985) , Southwood et al. (1988) and Scholer (1988a) than in the Russell and Elphic (1978) FTE model. However, most previous multi-spacecraft observations of FTEs have either been at separations that were too small to provide useful information on the azimuthal extent, or conjunctions between independent spacecraft which were also at large latitudinal separations, such that different spacecraft observed FTEs with different polarities and therefore observed either independent FTEs or different branches of the same FTE (e.g. Elphic and Southwood, 1987; Wild et al., 2005a; Dunlop et al., 2005; Le et al., 2008) . One recent study by Wang et al. (2007) examined a conjunction between the Cluster and Double Star TC-1 satellites which were separated by 3 R E in the Z GSM direction, with the Cluster spacecraft at a separation of 200 km. FTE signatures were observed by TC-1 nearly two minutes after those observed by Cluster; it was postulated that both Cluster and TC-1 observed the same flux tube at different positions along its length.
Large-scale observations can be made of the ionospheric signatures of magnetopause FTEs; these signatures can take the form of poleward moving features which are observed either optically (poleward moving auroral forms -PMAFs: Sandholt et al., 1986 Sandholt et al., , 1992 Fasel, 1995) , as regions of enhanced ionospheric flow observed embedded within intervals of ionospheric radar backscatter (pulsed ionospheric flowsPIFs: Pinnock et al., 1993 Pinnock et al., , 1995 Provan et al., 1998; Wild et al., 2007) , or as discrete regions of ionospheric radar backscatter with high flows (poleward moving radar auroral forms -PMRAFs: Milan et al., 2000; Wild et al., 2001) . Milan et al. (2000) presented coordinated observations of PMAFs (observed in ultra violet) and PMRAFs which extended over 7 h of magnetic local time. This showed that time-varying reconnection could be active over a large azimuthal extent of the magnetopause (see also theoretical discussion by Lockwood and Davis, 1996) , although in the absence of in situ magnetopause observations, the corresponding FTE structure at the magnetopause was not known.
The four-spacecraft Cluster mission has the capability to resolve this issue. Observations at scales between 100 and 5000 km have enabled the study of FTE motion at the magnetopause (Owen et al., 2001; Wild et al., 2005a; Dunlop et al., 2005; Fear et al., 2005 Fear et al., , 2007 , FTE structure (Hasegawa et al., 2006; Owen et al., 2008) , further study of the statistics of FTE occurrence (Wang et al., , 2006 Fear et al., 2005 Fear et al., , 2007 and conjugated magnetopause/ionospheric studies using the SuperDARN radar network (Wild et al., 2001 (Wild et al., , 2003 (Wild et al., , 2005b (Wild et al., , 2007 Marchaudon et al., 2004; Amm et al., 2005) . In this paper we present the first observations of FTEs from the Cluster 10 000 km separation magnetopause crossing season, enabling in situ examination of the scale lengths of an FTE in all three dimensions. The FTEs were observed by the Cluster spacecraft as they crossed the dayside magnetopause on 27 January 2006 at approximately 15:00 h magnetic local time. In the following section, we will examine several of the most commonly cited models of FTE occurrence. In Sect. 3 we shall briefly discuss the instrumentation used and an overview of the interval before a detailed examination of in situ FTE signatures in Sect. 4. The in situ observations reveal that the azimuthal scale size (D M ) of one of the FTEs is larger than its poleward scale size. We show that the FTE is inconsistent with a simple interpretation of the model proposed by Russell and Elphic (1978) , but is consistent with being created at a longer X-line or X-lines (Lee and Fu, 1985; Southwood et al., 1988; Scholer, 1988a) . However, further observations with larger magnetic shear across the magnetopause are necessary to exclude conclusively the Russell and Elphic (1978) model.
FTE models
Several models have been proposed to explain the observed spacecraft signatures, which we shall now introduce in detail.
Elbow-shaped flux rope model
The first model, proposed by Russell and Elphic (1978) , consisted of two flux ropes which are formed at a spatiallylimited reconnection site in a short burst of reconnection. These flux ropes are therefore narrow in their azimuthal extent, have a roughly circular cross-section and define a bundle of open magnetic flux. They are kinked at the point at which the flux crosses the magnetopause (an approximately circular "hole" in the magnetopause with a diameter of order 1 R E ), forming an "elbow" (using the terminology of Scholer, 1995) . Away from the reconnection site, the ropes are aligned with the local magnetosheath/magnetospheric magnetic field, and near the reconnection site the rope bends between these two orientations. The flux ropes both move away from the reconnection site as a consequence of the net effect Elphic (1978, 1979) flux tube model, including the internal helical magnetic field explained by Sonnerup (1987) ; (c and d) the multiple X-line model suggested by Lee and Fu (1985) and (e and f) the bursty reconnection single X-line model developed independently by Scholer (1988a) and Southwood et al. (1988) . Black and red lines represent unreconnected magnetospheric and magnetosheath magnetic field lines respectively; blue lines represent reconnected magnetic field lines. The edge of the FTE is marked in green. The top row shows views along an axis normal to the magnetopause surface, and the bottom row shows views tangential to the magnetopause. of magnetic tension (the j ×B force exerted by the magnetopause current on the flux in the flux rope which threads through the hole in the magnetopause) and the force exerted by the magnetosheath flow. Unreconnected magnetic field drapes around the flux ropes, providing a bipolar B N signature if the spacecraft observes these draped field lines. Cowley (1982) and Paschmann et al. (1982) noted that the magnetic field lines within the flux ropes must form a helix, otherwise there would be no normal component of the magnetic field within the flux rope itself (the FTE "core"), and hence no bipolar B N signature in the core. This helical field was explained theoretically by Sonnerup (1987) as a consequence of the deflection of unreconnected magnetic flux around the hole in the magnetopause as the FTE propagates. The gathering-up of such flux causes a difference in the flux density on one side of the hole compared with the other, and therefore a current is formed as a result of Ampère's Law.
A sketch of the elbow-shaped flux rope model is shown in Fig. 1a and b. In this figure, the background magnetospheric magnetic field is taken to be directed upward in all panels. Panels in the top row show a view of the magnetopause plane (i.e. along an axis normal to the magnetopause), whilst the bottom row panels show a view along the magnetopause plane. The unreconnected magnetosheath magnetic field is sketched with an orientation of 150 • to the magnetospheric magnetic field. Black and red arrowed lines represent unreconnected magnetospheric and magnetosheath magnetic field lines respectively; blue lines represent reconnected magnetic field lines (dotted blue lines are behind the plane of the sketch). The green lines mark the edge of the FTE. One FTE is shown in Fig. 1a and b, a short time after it has been formed. This FTE is connected to the Northern Hemisphere; the corresponding FTE connected to the Southern Hemisphere would be below the figure.
An important feature of the elbow-shaped flux rope model is that the flux ropes are narrow in their extent perpendicular to the local unreconnected magnetic field, since the flux tubes are generated at a short reconnection site (of order 1 R E ).
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Consequently, the flux tubes will not extend far in the azimuthal direction (horizontally in Fig. 1a ) when the magnetosheath magnetic field is nearly antiparallel to the magnetospheric magnetic field.
Multiple X-line model
Subsequently, other reconnection-based models were proposed to explain the observed signatures. Lee and Fu (1985) suggested that flux tubes could be formed between multiple reconnection lines (X-lines). This multiple X-line model is sketched for the simplest case of two X-lines in Fig. 1c and d. An identical magnetosheath magnetic field orientation to that in the earlier panels is assumed. In this case, the green lines in panel (c) not only mark the edge of the FTE, but (if the sketch is taken to be at the time of reconnection) they also represent the two X-lines. As there is an azimuthal component in the magnetosheath magnetic field, the magnetosheath and magnetic field lines between the X-lines form a flux tube with a helical magnetic field. Reconnected (open) magnetic field lines are observed outside the flux tube structure; consequently in these regions "steady-state" reconnection signatures should be observed (i.e. plasma reconnection signatures and a non-zero B N component), but no bipolar B N signature will be observed until the flux tube passes. The scenario sketched in Fig. 1 can be generalised; if n X-lines are formed, (n−1) flux tubes (FTEs) will be formed.
There are four key differences between the elbow-shaped flux rope model and the multiple X-line model. First, the flux rope created in the multiple X-line model can become extended azimuthally along the magnetopause, since there is no constraint within the model on the length of the X-lines that formed it. Conversely, reconnection in the elbow-shaped flux tube model is spatially patchy; if a coherent flux tube is formed along a long reconnection line, the flux tube ceases to have a roughly circular cross-section, the internal field ceases to be helical and a direct entry onto open magnetic field lines will not yield a bipolar B N signature. Second, in the elbow-shaped flux tube model all of the reconnected flux maps from the magnetosheath to the ionosphere through the flux tube, whereas in the multiple X-line model only a small proportion of the open magnetosheath magnetic field lines map through the FTE; in the sketch in Fig. 1c , only one field line does so (the leftmost solid blue line, which is connected via the flux tube to the rightmost dotted blue line). Most of the ionospheric signature will be due to the majority of the open magnetic field lines which (due to being above the top X-line or below the bottom X-line) are not part of the FTE structure. Third, the plasma signatures may differ: in the multiple X-line model, there are open magnetic field lines outside the flux rope (i.e. either side of the bipolar B N signature). If a spacecraft observes the open field lines that are outside the flux rope, then plasma reconnection signatures would be observed outside the FTE itself, unless the multiple X-line model is combined with the single X-line model outlined in the following section. Fourth, the elbow-shaped flux tube model always produces an even number of FTEs, since the FTEs are generated in pairs. In the multiple Xline model, the number of FTEs generated depends upon the number of X-lines, and so can be even or odd.
Single X-line model
A third model was proposed independently by Southwood et al. (1988) and Scholer (1988a) . This model is based on bursty reconnection at a single X-line, and is sketched for the same magnetosheath orientation in Fig. 1e and f. In both sketches, a green line denotes the edge of the FTE; if the FTE had been sketched at the instant of reconnection, then the bottom green line in panel (e) would represent an X-line.
In this single X-line model, reconnection may or may not be occurring before the creation of the FTE; however if there is an increase in the rate of reconnection, the angle between the reconnected field line and the local magnetopause surface (the opening angle) will increase (Owen and Cowley, 1987) . Southwood et al. (1988) argue that ahead of this point, the heating of plasma by the reconnection process causes the thermal pressure to increase, forming a bulge in the magnetopause boundary layer. As the reconnection rate decreases the opening angle decreases, although it remains positive (Owen and Cowley, 1987) . This decrease is seen at the very bottom of the structure in Fig. 1f . Therefore, if the reconnection rate suddenly increases and then decreases, a bulge or "bubble" is formed. As this structure propagates, the internal FTE "core" of reconnected field lines and the draping around this structure cause the bipolar B N signature. As noted by Southwood et al. (1988) , an internal magnetic field component along the structure can be added by the influence of either a magnetic field shear (i.e. not strictly antiparallel magnetic fields), or a flow shear. Scholer (1988b) developed this model to explain the strong enhancement in the magnetic field strength that is often observed in the FTE core.
The single X-line model has some similarities with the multiple X-line model. Both are able to extend an arbitrary length along the magnetopause, and may therefore extend for large azimuthal distances in comparison with the elbowshaped flux rope model. Both are therefore able to reconnect large quantities of flux in coherent structures. In both cases, it is the limited poleward extent of the structure which provides the bipolar B N signature, whereas it is the finite width of the flux rope in the elbow-shaped flux rope model which does so. However, all magnetic flux reconnected within the single X-line model forms part of the FTE. As is the case with the elbow-shaped flux tube model, an even number of FTEs are always created in the single X-line model.
Other models
Each of the above models is based on the process of magnetic reconnection. The discussion above has focused on the FTE structure and the observed magnetic signature, but in each case, passage of a spacecraft onto open magnetic field lines within the FTE will result in the observation of plasma reconnection signatures (an exchange of plasma across the magnetopause, and acceleration of the local plasma population).
However, other models have also been proposed. Sibeck (1990 Sibeck ( , 1992 suggested that magnetopause waves could generate FTE-like signatures without invoking magnetic reconnection. Sibeck proposed that the bipolar signature could be caused by an indentation in the magnetopause, caused by a pressure pulse, which is outrun by a fast-mode wave within the magnetosphere which results in an outward expansion of the magnetopause due to an increase in the magnetic pressure. Sibeck (1990) suggested that the plasma signatures could be explained by the passage of the spacecraft across the low latitude boundary layer and the plasma depletion layer as the wave passes. However, Smith and Owen (1992) examined the ion velocity distribution within an event previously discussed as both an FTE (Rijnbeek et al., 1987; Farrugia et al., 1988) and pressure-pulse driven magnetopause crossing (Sibeck, 1992) , and observed a variation in the temperature anisotropy that was inconsistent with the Sibeck (1990) model unless reconnection was occurring simultaneously.
Finally, it has been suggested that impulsive plasma penetration may occur when a plasma element in the solar wind has a larger momentum density than the surrounding plasma, and that this process may give rise to signatures attributed to FTEs (Lemaire and Roth, 1978; Lemaire et al., 1979; Heikkila, 1982) . However, Smith and Curran (1990) showed that there was a poorer correlation between FTE occurrence and the "magnetopause penetration parameter" defined by Lemaire et al. (1979) than the correlation with IMF, and Owen and Cowley (1991) argued that the mechanism proposed by Heikkila (1982) was theoretically invalid.
Instrumentation and data overview
In this paper, we present in situ data from the Cluster Fluxgate Magnetometer instruments (FGM, Balogh et al., 2001 ) at both 4 s and 5 Hz resolution. Electron pitch angle distribution data from the Cluster PEACE electron spectrometers (Johnstone et al., 1997; Owen et al., 2001 ) are also used. PEACE data are presented at spacecraft spin resolution (∼4 s).
Solar wind conditions are provided by the MGF magnetometer (Kokubun et al., 1994) and Comprehensive Plasma Instrumention (CPI, Frank et al., 1994) onboard Geotail, which was situated in the solar wind on the dawn flank of the Earth at (3.7, −27.0, −10.6) GSM R E .
The locations of the Cluster spacecraft at 19:30 UT on the 27 January 2006 are shown in Fig. 2 . The Cluster tetrahedron was located near the dayside magnetopause at about 15:00 h magnetic local time as the spacecraft moved from the mag- (Tsyganenko, 1995; Peredo et al., 1995) . The dotted black line shows a field line from the Tsyganenko (1995) model which is traced through the location of Cluster 1. The Cluster orbit crossed the magnetopause at about 15:00 h magnetic local time. Clusters 1, 2 and 3 were all relatively close to the model magnetopause, whilst Cluster 4 was situated deeper into the magnetosphere.
netosphere into the magnetosheath. In this figure, the Cluster tetrahedron is expanded by a factor of two. Clusters 1, 2 and 3 were all located comparatively close to the nominal magnetopause, whilst Cluster 4 was situated deeper into the magnetosphere. An overview of the observations is shown in Fig. 3 . The top panel shows an omnidirectional spectrogram of the electron differential energy flux observed by the PEACE instrument onboard Cluster 2. Prior to 19:22 UT, Cluster 2 was in the magnetosphere, as evidenced by the hot, rare electron distribution. At 19:22 UT, Cluster 2 entered the magnetosheath, which is shown by the observation of a cooler, denser electron population. The magnetosheath population was observed by Cluster 2 until after 20:00 UT, although there were brief entries back into the magnetosphere throughout this time.
The next four panels of Fig. 3 show the magnetic field observed by all four Cluster spacecraft, in the same colour scheme as used in Fig. 2 (and which shall be used throughout this paper). In this figure, the magnetic field is shown at 4 s resolution. Before 19:22 UT, Clusters 1, 2 and 3 observed an antisunward, dawnward and northward magnetic field, consistent with their location in the northern/post-noon quadrant of the dayside magnetosphere. Cluster 4 observed a similar magnetic field from 19:20 UT onwards, but with a weaker B Z component. At 19:22 UT, as indicated by the PEACE measurements, Cluster 2 entered the magnetosheath, and a rotation in the magnetic field was observed by this spacecraft. As can be seen by comparing the magnetic fields observed by the four spacecraft (particularly the B X component), Clusters 1, 3 and 4 remained in the magnetosphere until a brief entry into the magnetosheath at 19:47 UT. Overlaid on these four panels is the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) observed by the Geotail MGF instrument. To ease comparison with the magnetic fields observed by Cluster, the IMF has been multiplied by an arbitrary factor of 4. Throughout the interval, the IMF was largely directed sunward, but also had weak B Y and B Z components. Between 19:20 and 19:50 UT, the IMF B Z component was consistently negative, and about −0.5 nT.
The penultimate panel of Fig. 3 compares the clock angle of the IMF observed by Geotail with the clock angle observed by Cluster 2 (which was situated in the magnetosheath for most of the interval). Between 19:20 and 19:50 UT, the IMF and magnetosheath clock angles both rotated from southward and dawnward to duskward, although the radial component of the IMF predominated throughout. The bottom panel shows the solar wind dynamic pressure observed by the Geotail CPI instrument, which exhibited three enhancements before 19:30 UT, and then remained steady for the rest of the interval. We note, though, that a compression of the magnetosphere was observed by Cluster leading to an exit into the magnetosheath at 19:48 UT without any corresponding increase in the solar wind dynamic pressure; therefore it may be that the Geotail plasma observations do not accurately reflect the situation that would be observed immediately upstream of the Earth.
In situ FTE observations
In order to examine the Cluster magnetometer data for FTE signatures, a boundary normal coordinate system (Russell and Elphic, 1978) was derived, in whichn is normal to the average local magnetopause surface,l is the projection of the Earth's magnetic dipole (the solar-magneticẑ axis) onto the plane defined byn, andm is directed azimuthally to complete the right-handed set (l-m−n).
Minimum variance analysis (Sonnerup and Cahill, 1967; Sonnerup and Scheible, 1998) The orientation of the Cluster tetrahedron is shown in boundary normal coordinates in Fig. 4 . This figure shows that the tetrahedron extended more than 10 000 km in the N and M directions (normal to the magnetopause and azimuthally along the magnetopause), and just under 10 000 km in the L direction (poleward along the magnetopause).
The magnetic field observed by Cluster between 19:20 and 19:50 UT has been plotted in the boundary normal coordinate system in the top four panels of Fig. 5 . The middle three panels show electron spectrograms from the PEACE instrument onboard Cluster 2 in three look directions: (from top) parallel, perpendicular and antiparallel to the magnetic field. The pitch angle distributions have been rebinned to the high-resolution magnetic field on the ground, to improve binning accuracy. This results in some data gaps. The bottom three panels show equivalent spectrograms from the PEACE instrument on Cluster 3, but since the magnetic field observed by Cluster 3 is more stable than that observed by The top four panels show the magnetic field observed by the four Cluster spacecraft in boundary normal coordinates. Many bipolar B N signatures are evident in the data from Cluster 2 (red trace), whilst Cluster 2 was in the magnetosheath (as evidenced by a negative B L component). Several of these signatures are also observed by Clusters 1 and 3 (black and green), and three FTEs also have weak counterparts which are observed at Cluster 4 (blue trace). Arrows indicate FTEs observed by at least one spacecraft, and vertical dotted lines indicate FTEs which were observed by all four spacecraft. The middle three panels show electron spectrograms from the PEACE instrument onboard Cluster 2. They show the differential energy flux of electrons moving parallel/perpendicular/antiparallel to the magnetic field. The spacecraft potential is indicated by a red line; electrons at energies below this trace are due to photoionisation of the spacecraft, and do not form part of the natural plasma environment. Accelerated magnetosheath-energy electrons are observed which coincide with the FTE signatures. The bottom three panels follow the same format, but show PEACE data from Cluster 3, which was situated in the magnetosphere. Several transient, field-aligned bursts of magnetosheath energy electrons are observed.
Cluster 2, there are fewer data gaps. The intervals during which Cluster 2 was in the magnetosheath can be identified by the presence of an omnidirectional, low energy, high density electron population and a negative B L component. Cluster 2 first crossed the magnetopause at 19:22 UT, after which it remained in the magnetosheath for most of the time, although some brief entries into the magnetosphere were observed (most notably at 19:27 and 19:45 UT). Clusters 1, 3 and 4 remained in the magnetosphere until after 19:47 UT.
In this interval, 17 bipolar signatures were observed in the Cluster 2 B N trace, which we identify as FTEs and indicate with arrows in Fig. 5 . Three FTEs (observed at 19:30, 19:34 and 19:38 UT and indicated by dotted lines in Fig. 5 ) were associated with a signature on all four spacecraft, although the signatures observed by Cluster 4 were weak and offset with respect to B N =0. We now examine these three FTEs in more detail.
First FTE -19:30 UT
An enlargement of the magnetic field and electron signatures observed by Cluster at 19:30 UT is shown in Fig. 6 . The first four panels show the magnetic field observed by all four spacecraft in boundary normal coordinates. Cluster 2, located in the magnetosheath, observed the largest bipolar signature and magnitude enhancement. Clusters 1 and 3, which were situated in the magnetosphere, also observed a clear bipolar B N signature; Cluster 1 also observed a clear enhancement in |B|. Cluster 4, which was also in the magnetosphere but further away from the magnetopause, observed only a slight variation in the B N trace, which is not clearly bipolar.
The remaining panels show spectrograms of the electron distributions parallel and antiparallel to the magnetic field, observed by Clusters 2, 3 and 1. The spacecraft are presented in position order, working initially inward from the magnetosheath to the magnetosphere, and then poleward. As in Fig. 5 , the electron data have been rebinned to pitch angles on the ground. This procedure provides more accurate pitch angle information, but does result in some data gaps (particularly in the parallel and antiparallel directions) when the magnetic field changes rapidly. However, it can be seen that the energy of the cool, dense, magnetosheath electron population observed by Cluster 2 was briefly enhanced parallel to the magnetic field at 19:29:45 UT, which coincides with the second half of the Cluster 2 B N signature. This enhancement was not observed antiparallel to the magnetic field, and is indicative of the spacecraft passing onto open magnetic field lines in the magnetosheath that are connected to the Southern Hemisphere ionosphere. The polarity of the B N signature (positive/negative) indicates that the FTE was moving northward (Rijnbeek et al., 1982) . Since it was observed in the Northern Hemisphere the force exerted on the FTE by the magnetosheath flow must have outweighed the magnetic tension force on the kinked magnetic field lines. Such instances are not uncommon (Daly et al., 1984; Fear et al., 2007) . For such a situation to occur, the magnetosheath flow at the reconnection site must be super-Alfvénic, which has the further consequence that reconnection there must be non-steady (Cowley and Owen, 1989) .
In the magnetosphere, there is no evidence of a change in the electron population observed by Clusters 3 or 4 (Cluster 4 not shown), so we conclude that these two spacecraft only observed the draping of magnetic flux around the FTE. However, immediately before the FTE, Cluster 1 observed two populations at energies above the spacecraft potential: a low-energy population (∼100 eV) and a higher energy population above 1 keV. At 19:29:50 UT, there was a drop-out of the lower energy population and an intermediate population was observed (between 100 eV and 1 keV). The intermediate population corresponds approximately to the energy of magnetosheath electron plasma, although the differential energy flux is considerably lower than in the magnetosheath. It occurred at the same time as the |B| enhancement was observed. We therefore suggest that the intermediate population could be injected magnetosheath plasma, and that Cluster 1 may have entered onto open magnetic field lines, although there was no significant change to the 1 keV population.
Second FTE -19:33 UT
The second of the three FTEs observed by all four spacecraft occurred at 19:33 UT and is shown in Fig. 7 , which takes the same format as Fig. 6 . Again, Cluster 2 (in the magnetosheath) observed the largest B N and |B| variations. The B N signatures observed by Clusters 3 and 1 were more pronounced than at 19:30 UT. Cluster 1 observed a "crater" signature in the magnetic field magnitude (LaBelle et al., 1987; Owen et al., 2008) , which is a local minimum within the |B| enhancement, and Cluster 3 observed a brief minimum in |B| within an overall enhancement. Cluster 4 observed a small, but identifiable bipolar signature in B N relative to its background level of −10 nT.
Cluster 2 observed a clearer and longer-lasting energization of the magnetosheath electron plasma parallel to the magnetic field than was observed at 19:30 UT, and no discernable change was observed in the antiparallel pitch angle bin, indicating that this FTE was also connected to the Southern Hemisphere. Clusters 1 and 3 both observed an injection of magnetosheath-energy plasma which coincided with the enhancement in |B|. The magnetosheath-energy populations observed by Clusters 1 and 3 are consistent with injection of magnetosheath plasma onto magnetospheric magnetic field lines which have been opened by reconnection. The injected plasma mirrors at low altitudes, causing a bidirectional population to be observed. Therefore, Clusters 1, 2 and 3 all entered onto open magnetic field lines during the passage of this FTE. Cluster 4 did not observe any change in the electron population during this FTE, and therefore observed only the draping region as before.
Third FTE -19:38 UT
The clearest FTE B N signature observed by Cluster 4 occurred at 19:38 UT (Fig. 8) . This time, Clusters 1 and 3 (located in the magnetosphere) observed the largest B N deflections, and so we conclude that they were closer to the magnetopause than Cluster 2 was. Cluster 4 observed a clearer bipolar B N signature than at 19:33 UT, although it was again small, and offset with respect to B N =0. Clusters 1 and 3 again observed a "crater" signature in the magnetic field magnitude, Cluster 2 observed a straightforward enhancement, and Cluster 4 observed no |B| signature at all. In the magnetosheath, Cluster 2 observed a similar enhancement to that seen in the other two FTEs in the energy of the electron population parallel to the magnetic field. The energy enhancement occurred between 19:38:02 and 19:38:19 UT; this time it was accompanied by a decrease in the differential energy flux. Unfortunately, due to the ground pitchangle binning process, there was a data gap at 19:38:10 UT, but there was no significant difference in the antiparallel electron population observed by Cluster 2 immediately either side of 19:38 UT. In the magnetosphere, a bidirectional electron population of magnetosheath energy (∼100 eV) was observed by Cluster 3 between 19:37:47 and 19:38:05 UT. A similar population was observed by Cluster 1 between 19:38:07 and 19:38:36 UT. The electron signatures observed by these two spacecraft coincide with the central depressed region of the crater signature in |B|. Once again, there was no electron signature observed at Cluster 4.
FTE velocity
Since a discernable B N signature was observed by all four spacecraft at 19:33 and 19:38 UT, the velocity of these two FTEs can be determined using multi-spacecraft timing analysis (Russell et al., 1983; Harvey, 1998) . We consider the B N signature observed by Cluster 4 at 19:30 UT to be too weak to attempt this analysis.
We determined the time difference between the B N signatures being observed by both spacecraft in each of the six possible spacecraft pairs during the 19:33 and 19:38 UT FTEs. This was done by finding the time delay which maximised the cross-correlation between each pair of B N time series, and then adjusting the lag by eye if necessary to achieve the best alignment of three key points: the midpoint of the bipolar B N signature and the positive and negative peaks. These time differences are given in Table 1 , along with the uncertainties on each timing measurement, within which all three key points are aligned, as described by Fear et al. (2007) . Using the procedure described by Harvey (1998, p. 311) , the velocity of the FTE at 19:33 UT was found to be (399, 97, 16) LMN km s −1 , and the velocity of the . We used the procedure described by Fear et al. (2007) to set up a distribution of erroneous time differences (based on the uncertainty values given in Table 1 ) to check the robustness of these results. 90% of the velocities determined from the erroneous time differences were within 9.3 • and 61 km s −1 of the velocity vector quoted above for FTE 2, and within 3.3 • and 14 km s −1 for FTE 3. The two velocities were only 2 • and 8 • , respectively, from the LM plane, which gives further confidence in these results and the determination of the magnetopause normal. Cowley and Owen (1989) for the velocity of a reconnected magnetic field line connected to the Southern Hemisphere at this point [V HTS =V SH −V ABSH , where V A is the Alfvén speed]. We evaluated this velocity to be (212, 4, −11) LMN km s −1 . This compares well in direction with the observed FTE velocities (the angular differences between V HTS and the observed velocities at 19:33 and 19:38 UT are 14 • and 11 • , respectively), and the observed FTE speed at 19:38 UT is similar (the ratio of the observed to theoretical speeds is 1.3). However, the observed FTE speed at 19:33 UT is nearly double the theoretical value.
Since Clusters 1 and 3 entered onto open magnetic field lines, the ion velocities observed by these two spacecraft can be compared with the ion outflow velocity predicted by a second expression derived by Cowley and Owen (1989) [V BL =V SH +V A (B BL −B SH )]. B BL is the magnetic field of the boundary layer just inside the magnetopause, which was taken by Cowley and Owen (1989) to have the same direction as the magnetospheric field but a suppressed magnitude. Only the unit vector is required in this expression, and we use the magnetospheric magnetic field observed by Cluster 3 just before the first FTE [(21, 20, 2) LMN nT], which predicts an outflow velocity of (145, −59, −15) LMN km s −1 for ions on an open magnetic field line that is connected to the Southern Hemisphere. This compares well in direction with the peak ion flows observed in the FTEs at 19:22 and 19:38 UT by Cluster 1 (24 • and 20 • ) and Cluster 3 (both 8 • ). However, the observed peak ion flow speeds (320-385 km s −1 ) are again considerably higher than the calculated outflow speed (160 km s −1 ).
FTE scale size
The information above can be used to determine the scale size of the latter two FTEs in all three dimensions. The scale size in the direction of motion of the FTE, D V , is approximately its scale size in the L direction (D L ), and can be calculated by multiplying the duration of the FTE by its speed. The speed is determined from multi-spacecraft timing analysis, as discussed in Sect. 4.4. The speeds of the FTEs observed at 19:33 and 19:38 UT were 411 and 285 km s −1 , respectively. The durations of the FTEs were determined from the Cluster 3 PEACE signatures as these suffered from the fewest data gaps, and the presence of magnetosheath electrons in the magnetosphere indicates that the spacecraft was on open magnetic field lines. The duration was taken to be the length of time during which the differential energy flux observed by the Cluster 3 PEACE LEEA sensor was above 10 −5 ergs/(cm −2 s sr eV) at 100 eV. The durations of the FTEs observed at 19:33 and 19:38 UT were 25 s and 22 s, respectively. When multiplied by the FTE speeds, these give scale sizes D V =10 300 km and 6200 km. If we assume an uncertainty in the determined velocities of 10%, and consider that the uncertainty in the timing of both the start and end of the electron signatures is 4 s (the temporal resolution of the PEACE LEEA sensor, which is the spacecraft spin period), then we estimate the uncertainty on the two D V values to be 2600 km and 1700 km, respectively.
These scale sizes can be confirmed qualitatively by noting that the B N and electron signatures observed by Cluster 3 at 19:38 UT had just finished by the time they started at Cluster 1 (Fig. 8) ; these two spacecraft were at a similar distance from the magnetopause (Fig. 4) , and were separated in the L direction by 6700 km, which was equal to D V within the stated uncertainty. On the other hand, there was some overlap between the bipolar B N signatures observed by Clusters 1 and 3 at 19:33 UT, which is consistent with a slightly larger D L scale size.
The scale of both FTEs perpendicular to their velocities but within the magnetopause plane (i.e. D M ) can be constrained by the fact that they were both observed by all four spacecraft. Consequently, the azimuthal (M) extent of the FTE must be at least equal to the azimuthal scale of the Cluster tetrahedron (10 500 km). Therefore the azimuthal scale of both events is 70% larger than the poleward extent of the FTE observed at 19:38 UT, and at least comparable to the poleward extent of the 19:33 UT FTE.
Cluster 2 observed the core of the 19:33 and 19:38 UT FTEs in the magnetosheath, and Clusters 1 and 3 observed the core in the magnetosphere, as evidenced by the presence of electron signatures (Figs. 7 and 8 ). Cluster 4, deeper in the magnetosphere, observed no electron signature during either FTE, and hence entered onto regions of draped magnetospheric magnetic field but did not enter onto reconnected field lines in the core. Consequently, we conclude that the minimum extent of both FTEs normal to the magnetopause is given by the separation of Clusters 1 and 2 in the N direction (6300 km) whilst the maximum normal extent is the separation of Clusters 2 and 4 (11 000 km). Either FTE may extend deeper into the magnetosheath than the location of Cluster 2, but the B N signatures observed by both Cluster 2 and Cluster 4 at 19:38 UT were weak, so the extent of the final FTE in N is unlikely to be significantly outside these bounds.
Since the bipolar B N signature observed by Cluster 4 at 19:30 UT was too weak to attempt multi-spacecraft timing analysis, it is not possible to derive the poleward extent of this FTE. However, the presence of even a weak signature at Cluster 4 indicates that this FTE also extends azimuthally by at least 10 500 km. Milan et al. (2000) showed from ionospheric observations that time-varying reconnection may take place coherently over large extents of the magnetopause. However, in situ observations from multiple satellites at large separations are required to determine whether individual, coherent FTEs form along long extents of the magnetopause, or whether the ionospheric observations are due to a large number of smaller FTEs. Our observations have provided a minimum azimuthal scale size for three FTEs (assuming the FTE at 19:30 UT also moved predominantly poleward). However, larger spacecraft separations (possibly with more than four satellites) would be required to determine an upper limit for the azimuthal extent of each FTE.
Discussion
The analysis above shows that the azimuthal extent of the FTE observed at 19:38 UT on 27 January 2006 was significantly greater than its poleward extent. Whilst the azimuthal and poleward scale sizes deduced for the FTE observed at 19:33 UT were approximately equal, the azimuthal scale is a minimum possible value, and it is still likely that the 19:33 UT FTE extended further azimuthally than poleward.
A comparison with Fig. 1 suggests that such a structure is more likely to be consistent with the multiple X-line or single X-line models (Lee and Fu, 1985; Southwood et al., 1988; Scholer, 1988a) than with the elbow-shaped flux rope model (Russell and Elphic, 1978) , since if the magnetic shear is large across the magnetopause, the elbow-shaped flux tube has a small azimuthal extent in comparison with its longitudinal size whereas the single and multiple X-line models can allow a large azimuthal extent. This interpretation assumes that the same FTE was observed by all four spacecraft; whilst we do not have continuous in situ coverage along the M direction (i.e. the Cluster spacecraft provide observations at discrete points), we note that the three FTEs with the largest B N variations observed by Cluster 1 between 19:28 and 19:40 UT exhibited signatures on all four spacecraft. We therefore consider it unlikely that in each case two or more different FTEs were observed at the same time by different spacecraft in the Cluster quartet.
The positions at which magnetosheath FTE signatures and magnetospheric FTE signatures were observed are also inconsistent with a simple interpretation of the elbow-shaped flux tube model. Figure 9a shows the relative positions of the four Cluster spacecraft in the L-M plane (coloured circles), with a sketch of an FTE assuming the elbow-shaped flux tube model. In this figure, the thin black and red arrows show the directions of the magnetospheric and magnetosheath magnetic fields, within the magnetopause plane. The magnetospheric magnetic field is oriented at 45 • tol, since B L ≈B M (see Fig. 5 ), and the magnetosheath magnetic field is oriented at 155 • tol. The observation of heated electrons parallel to the magnetic field in the magnetosheath by Cluster 2 indicates that the FTE was magnetically connected to the Southern Hemisphere (Figs. 6, 7 and 8 ). Since the FTEs were observed in the Northern Hemisphere, the force exerted on the flux tube by the magnetosheath flow opposed the magnetic tension due to the kink in the magnetic field, and this scenario is sketched. The FTE is sketched as it would be soon after reconnection. The FTE velocity marked in the figure applies at the hole, where the flux threads the magnetopause; away from the hole only the force exerted by the magnetosheath flow acts on the magnetosheath arm, and so this arm will have a larger velocity than at the hole. Consequently, the magnetosheath arm will soon "lead" the hole (not shown).
In Fig. 9a , the magnetosheath arm is contained entirely within the magnetosheath, and the magnetospheric arm is contained entirely within the magnetosphere. The two arms are linked through a hole in the magnetopause, which moves poleward as the FTE propagates and peels flux. Since Clusters 1 and 3 observed a magnetospheric FTE, in the context of this model they must have been located in a position where they would have observed the magnetospheric arm. Similarly Cluster 2 observed a magnetosheath FTE and therefore must have observed the magnetosheath arm. Cluster 2 was located dawnward of Cluster 3, and its location has been marked accordingly in Fig. 9a . However, Cluster 4 was located even further dawnward than Cluster 2, and so would be expected to observe the magnetosheath arm. This is not consistent with the observation of a magnetospheric FTE at Cluster 4. In the scenario sketched in Fig. 9a Farrugia et al., 1987) . Unless the magnetic shear across the magnetopause is much higher, this can provide a large azimuthal extent to an FTE formed by the process sketched by Russell and Elphic (1978). need to be near the magnetopause hole for all four spacecraft to observe FTE signatures. Since Cluster 2 entered onto open magnetic field lines, one would expect the main component of the observed magnetic field to be normal to the magnetopause (B N >0). However, Cluster 2 observed bipolar B N signatures during the three highlighted FTEs, and the largest magnetic field component inside the FTEs was B M (Fig. 5) . If the flux tube was connected to the Northern Hemisphere (which would not explain the sense of the magnetosheath electron signatures), then the flux tube in Fig. 9a would be mirrored about both the L and M axes; the observation of magnetospheric and magnetosheath FTE signatures by Clusters 4 and 2, respectively, could be consistent with observations of the relevant FTE arms, but the observation of magnetospheric FTEs by Clusters 1 and 3 would not be. In the single X-line model, the FTE structure consists of a thickened magnetopause layer which could extend largely in the M direction, and would cause both magnetospheric and magnetosheath FTE signatures along its entire length, and would therefore be consistent with the observed signatures. Similarly, in the multiple X-line model the flux rope would extend largely in the M direction. Since this entire flux rope is, by definition, embedded in the magnetopause, it would also cause both magnetospheric and magnetosheath FTE signatures along its entire length, and would be consistent with the observations. Therefore, the observations are consistent with an FTE generated by either the single or multiple X-line model, but not the above interpretation of the elbow-shaped flux tube model. However, there is another interpretation of the observations, which would be consistent with an FTE as Russell and Elphic (1978) broadly envisaged. Between 19:30 and 19:37 UT, the interval in which the three largest FTEs were observed, the magnetic shear across the magnetopause varied between 100 • and 130 • . Consequently, the two arms of the flux tubes in Fig. 9a both had components along M. If, rather than simply peeling off flux as the FTE propagated (as implied in the sketch by Russell and Elphic, 1978) , the flux tube kink relaxed to form an elongated "U" rather than a sharp "V", the scenario would be more like that depicted in Fig. 9b . In this sketch, the magnetopause hole has become much more elongated, as the kink has relaxed and therefore a significant part of the flux tube has been embedded in the magnetopause (as, for example, sketched by Farrugia et al., 1987) . This part of the FTE structure, and not the magnetosheath and magnetospheric arms, would cause FTE signatures to be observed either side of the magnetopause. Furthermore, this part of the structure could have a large azimuthal extent in comparison with its poleward scale size, and could extend past all four Cluster spacecraft, explaining the present observations.
Since the magnetic shear is comparatively low (100 • -130 • ), a structure such as that in Fig. 9b would be difficult to distinguish from a flux rope formed by multiple X-line reconnection, or from the structure formed in the single X-line model. This ambiguity could be removed in the case of an FTE which occurs when the magnetic shear is much closer to 180 • , since the magnetospheric and magnetosheath arms would then be parallel to each other. We hope to address this issue in a future study.
The reductions and positive excursions in the B L components and the enhancements in B M in the magnetosheath FTEs observed by Cluster 2 in Figs. 6-8 are consistent with a rotation of the magnetic field towards magnetospheric values as reconnected magnetic field lines are observed, as might be expected in either of the long X-line models (or the situation in Fig. 9b) . Similarly, the reduction in the B M component during the magnetospheric FTEs observed by Clusters 1 and 3 is consistent with a rotation towards a magnetospheric value (although the B L enhancement is not, and warrants further study).
Conclusions
We have presented observations of flux transfer events at a 10 000 km scale length. A large number of FTEs were observed as the Cluster quartet crossed the Northern Hemisphere magnetopause between 19:20 and 19:50 UT on 27 January 2006; three FTEs were observed by all four spacecraft at different distances from the magnetopause. All three FTEs were observed from the magnetosheath by Cluster 2, which entered onto the open magnetic field lines contained within the structure. The other three spacecraft were located within the magnetosphere; Cluster 1 entered onto open magnetic field lines in all three cases, Cluster 4 remained on closed magnetospheric magnetic field lines and observed only the draping of flux around the FTE core in all three cases, and Cluster 3 observed open magnetic field lines in two of the FTEs. These two FTEs were large enough to exhibit a clear enough bipolar B N signature on all four spacecraft for the velocity of the FTEs to be determined from multi-spacecraft timing analysis. Both FTEs were found to be moving largely in the L direction (northward). Magnetosheath electron observations indicate that the open field lines were connected to the Southern Hemisphere, so the force exerted on the FTE by the magnetosheath flow overpowered the southward-directed magnetic tension in the flux rope. Combining the duration of the FTE electron signatures with the speed of the structure provided the poleward scale sizes of these two FTEs (10 300 and 6200 km). The fact that the three largest events were observed at all four spacecraft shows that their azimuthal scale sizes were at least 10 500 km. Consequently, one FTE was certainly extended further azimuthally than poleward, and a second had an azimuthal extent that was at least comparable, but probably larger than its poleward size. The FTEs observed by all four spacecraft were consistent with being formed according to the single or multiple X-line models proposed by Southwood et al. (1988) , Scholer (1988a) and Lee and Fu (1985) , but not by a simple interpretation of the elbow-shaped flux tube model originally suggested by Elphic (1978, 1979) . However, the observations can be interpreted in terms of an elbow-shaped flux tube which relaxes, causing the flux tube to become embedded in the magnetopause for a larger extent; this possibility could be confirmed or excluded by future large-scale multi-spacecraft observations of FTEs when the magnetic shear across the magnetopause is much closer to 180 • .
